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Abstract: Low-emission zones (LEZs), incentivizing electric cars, park-and-ride systems, and other
traffic reduction schemes, are all single measures aimed at achieving low-/zero-emission mobility.
This paper aims to investigate the impact of LEZs’ passenger car banning and argues that such single
measures cannot achieve significant traffic or emission reduction levels without being integrated
into a well-designed policy package that ensures the sufficient provision of mobility alternatives.
Featuring Rotterdam as a single case study, this paper follows a mixed methodology consisting of
(1) quantitative real-time data on transport usage that mirror the users’ behavior and (2) qualitative
data acquired from in-depth interviews and documents that explain the government’s intention and
the users’ behavior. The results show that between 2016 and 2020, after applying the LEZ policy for
restricting passenger cars and vans of Euro 3 and lower, there was a 50% decrease in the number of
polluting passenger cars and vans entering Rotterdam. However, this decrease is insignificant, since
the number of vehicles targeted by the policy was less than 2% of the overall vehicles that entered the
LEZ area. The results also shed light on the role of systematic policy packaging in ensuring a change
in user behavior. Among other initiatives, a successful LEZ implantation should be supported by
inner-city parking reduction, electric vehicle charging facilities, incentive schemes, and alternative
sustainable mobility options. Above all, the number of restricted vehicles must be significant. The
conclusion and discussion develop a well-structured, educational, evaluative framework and rec-
ommend a comprehensive package of policy measures for cities seeking low-emission mobility. The
research, however, did not consider the impact of different land-use distributions on the application
of the LEZ, which can be an interesting angle for future researchers.

Keywords: traffic policies; sustainable mobility; mobility alternatives; emissions reduction;
low-emission zone

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Within the European Union’s (EU) transport network, road transport holds a top
position in all inland passenger and freight transport [1]. For instance, in 2018, the EU’s
road transport formed 81.8% of all inland passenger transport [2] and 76.5% of all inland
freight transport [3]. Moreover, studies have shown that about 95% of the EU’s on-road
vehicles are still fossil fueled [4]. This dominance has led road transport to contribute the
highest share of transport-based emissions [5,6]. As a result, around 90% of European
inhabitants are subjected daily to different levels of harmful pollutants [4].

Though the EU’s air quality measures have moved towards a better profile in the past
few years, measurements of annual greenhouse gases (GHGs), particulate matter (PM), and
nitrogen oxides (NOx) in several cities still showed an above-the-safeguard limit in 2019 [7].
In 2019, road transport was responsible for 77% of the GHGs and 80% of the PM [8] of all
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transport emission releases, as well as 39% of the total EU NOx emissions [7,9,10]. Out
of these percentages, freight transport is responsible for most of the road-emitted NOx
and PM, and passenger transport accounts for the highest percentage of CO2, which is the
primary GHG [7,11]. Therefore, various agrements, development strategies, and regulative
policies are increasingly being directed toward reducing transport-based emissions by
focusing on both freight and passenger transport [12] in Europe and worldwide [13,14].

An example of such strategies that are applied within the European Union is the
Urban Vehicle Access Regulations (UVARs) [15–17]. The scale of the UVARs application is
broad and expanding; one of the most popular UVARs schemes are low-emission zones
(LEZs) [12]. LEZs are urban areas in which access by certain polluting vehicles is subjected
to strict regulations [18,19]. The policy initially targets heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs); how-
ever, in its advanced phases, it restricts light-duty vehicles (LDVs), including passenger cars
and motorcycles [12,20–23]. In the past ten years, LEZs have been icreasingly transferred
to many cities with varying and expanding restriction scopes. Curently, in the European
Union, there are around 260 operating LEZs [20,23].

Cities that have LEZs gradually tighten their restrictions by enlarging their geograph-
ical boundaries, banning more polluting vehicles, and introducing more than one LEZ
with varying scopes [24]. This phased-in policy development happens along with adding
other parallel UVARs and traffic reduction schemes (See Figure 1). Such schemes include
congestion charges (CC), road tolls, electric car incentives, scrapping schemes, parking
restrictions, and various modal-shift measures [20,21,25]. This combination of measures is
meant to couple the reduction in emissions with a controlled traffic shift, hence creating a
transition towards sustainable vehicles and preventing future traffic increases.
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1.2. Previous Work

Previous studies on LEZs have focused on two main subjects: (1) the effects of LEZs
on emissions reduction and (2) the effects of LEZs on the reduction of polluting vehicles.
Firstly, in terms of the reduction in emissions, studies have proven the success of LEZs
in reduing traffic-based NOx and PM. Such reductions resulted mainly from limiting the
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access of HDVs [18,20]. Later, when cities started applying restrictions on passenger cars
and LDVs (i.e., Rotterdam, Milan Area-C LEZ, and London’s Ultra-LEZ), studies proved
the significant effects of the LEZ and its combined measures in reducing the CO2 levels
and the overall traffic within its boundaries [25–28]. Such results increased the policy’s
recognition and encouraged cities to move forward with their LEZ plans and apply further
passenger car restrictions. Consequently, and based on the Urban Access Regulations in
Europe website, by the end of 2019 and the early months of 2020, many European Union
cities launched new restrictions within their LEZ boundaries. For the first time, capitals
such as Paris, Brussels, and Amsterdam started applying restrictions on a specific range of
passenger cars, and more cities announced their plans to follow the same approaches in the
forthcoming future [29].

Secondly, in terms of the reduction of polluting vehicles, the leading literature is mainly
concerned with LEZs’ effect on the goods fleet and the prospected HDVs’ technological
shifts. For example, Ellison et al. [12] showed significant changes in London’s goods
fleet composition, where operators shifted their vehicles towards smaller LDVs and less
polluting HDVs to comply with LEZ regulations. Meanwhile, Broaddus et al. [21] studied
the effect of London’s LEZ on reducing the distances traveled by all goods vehicles, where
drives shifted their routes to avoid entering the LEZ. Finally, Settey et al. [30] referred to
the need to reconsider the EU’s technological readiness before any further HDV bans to
guarantee sufficient alternative options.

In addition, other studies have referred to the importance of policy packaging and
the provision of policy alternatives to accelerate the transition and back up the harsh
restrictions of the LEZs. However, on this subject, Haakman et al. [31] describe a current gap
in policymaking, in which there is not much attention directed toward policy integration.
Haakman’s research focused on various air quality and traffic policies applied in different
Dutch and German cities (i.e., LEZs, parking restrictions, subsidy incentives). Their study
showed that so far, the local policy adoption does not follow a linear path of goals, a
provision for projected alternatives, or impact evaluation. They explained this to be due to
the vast amount of uncertainty surrounding such critical policies. Regarding uncertainty
and suitable alternatives, Tobollik et al. [30] and Morton et al. [11] recommended that
leading cities exert extra effort to study alternatives, collect data, integrate methodologies,
and refine techniques. Generally, a growing body of research stresses the need for air
quality policies to be integrated with traffic policies to achieve realistic results.

Accordingly, though an extensive range of EU cities have made plans towards the
gradual ban of passenger cars [23], cities that started this restriction earlier (i.e., London,
Rotterdam, and many German cities) must be the first provide an evidence-based integrated
review on the suitable application of LEZs’ passenger car bans. These leading cities need
to discuss their applied policy packages, socially acceptable alternatives, influences on
passenger transport composition, and technological shifts. However, although LEZ bans on
passenger cars have been applied for many years now, so far, there is no literature tackling
such aspects. Therefore, a case study that studies the LEZ policy packaging in a city that
has restricted passenger cars can help lead the discussion and fill in the above-described
literature gaps, bringing to attention policy-induced alternatives, policy packaging, and the
perceived patterns of modal shifts.

One very interesting policy application started in Rotterdam in 2016. Rotterdam was
one of the earliest cities to ban old diesel and petrol passenger cars from entering its LEZ.
Over four years, the policy faced different challenges, was coupled with several supporting
measures, and underwent many adjustments. However, by 2020, Rotterdam allowed all
passenger cars back into the zone [25,32]. Even though the LEZ’s ban on passenger cars
has proven to have significant emission reductions and shown changes in the road traffic
composition, the policy was generally faced with multiple social and political rejections that
support its replacement with other measures [22,26,33]. As a result, it was promised that
the policy take-back would be replaced with more considerate traffic- and pollution-control
actions [34].
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Consequently, by monitoring the change in usage of different modes of transport in
Rotterdam and linking such changes with the provided traffic measures and policy alterna-
tives, this paper aims to evaluate and explain the effect of the LEZ and its accompanying
measures on passenger transport composition and modal shares. The results target cities
that are starting similar measures to manage their demands for alternatives and provide
robust policy packaging.

1.3. Aim and Contribution of This Study

As shown in the above literature, among the expected influences of the LEZ and its
supporting measures are vehicles’ replacement, modal shifts, a reduction in trips, switching
routes, and changing the patterns of modal share, all towards alternative sustainable
options [18,21,30,35]. So far, unlike the HDV bans, applying bans on passenger cars has
been experimental and context dependent, which has allowed for many policy fluctuations
and spontaneous coupling of measures and has slowed down the policy transfer. However,
by studying the policy’s influence on the passenger transport composition, a first-of-its-
kind empirical understanding of citizens’ needs and their reactions towards the LEZ and its
supporting measures can help in the development of a guidance framework for transferring
the policy.

Up until today, the influence of the LEZ and its traditional accompanying measures
(i.e., park-and-ride, incentive schemes, and electric vehicles’ infrastructure) on the usage of
other modes of transport has not been sufficiently researched in the academic literature [36].
This creates a gap that leads to difficulty in defining the policy measures that can help users
replace their polluting cars with a more sustainable option. In other words, it is not clear in
the literature whether the exclusion of old passenger cars and vans from city boundaries
leads to favorable shifts in traffic dynamics or adds a different sort of polluting traffic to
city boundaries. Hence, this research introduces a novel topic and a unique case study
that helps in explaining this specific issue by providing a well-structured, educational,
evaluative framework and recommending a comprehensive package of policy measures
for cities seeking low-emission mobility.

This researcher’s overall aim is to help steer future mobility plans and to guide
cities to move towards the low- and zero-emission mobility by answering the following
research questions:

• What is the state of usage of Rotterdam’s passenger transport modes before and after
applying the LEZ ban on passenger cars?

• To what extent did the supporting policy instruments that were provided influence
the transition toward sustainable mobility?

• How do the currently applied passenger transport measures influence the modal shifts
in Rotterdam?

The methodology of this research aims at comparing Rotterdam’s modal share status
by adopting an explanatory deductive approach, a single case study strategy, and a mixed
data collection methodology. Data on the past ten years are analyzed through qualitative
and quantitative real-time comparisons by monitoring the usage of selected public and
private transport facilities over the study period. The comparison groups the data into two
study cases: (1) before and (2) after the policy application. Furthermore, it outlines the
difference in the transport network usage inside and outside the LEZ boundaries within
the two study periods. The two exact periods are from 2011 to 2015 and from 2016 to 2020.
These two periods were chosen because the LEZ restrictions on passenger cars and vans
of Euro 3 and lower were applied in 2016 and removed in early 2020. Consequently, to
significantly assess the influence of the LEZ on modal shifts, the entire period of policy
application (2016–2020) is compared to a similar period of five years before the policy
application (2011–2015). The results explain and indicate the extent of the influence of the
LEZ policy and its packaging on the use of alternative modes of transport and show the
variation in the users’ preferences and modal share choices.
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The research, however, is limited in including all means of transport. For example,
shared vehicles, electric bikes, and walking are not included. Further, the paper does
not include any of the land use, socio-political, or political-economic aspects that greatly
affected the application of the LEZ. However, these aspects could be the focus of future
research, in addition to applying a policy simulation method to test the identified set
of policies.

The paper is composed of six sections. After section one, which is this general intro-
duction, section two presents the study’s theoretical framework. Section three discusses
the adopted methodology and the limitations of the study. Section four gives an analysis
of the results and findings from the quantitative and qualitative approaches. Section five
includes the discussion and a summary of the main findings. Finally, section six concludes
the paper, summarizes the key outcomes, and provides recommendations and future
research implications.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. Low-Emission Mobility

Traffic restrictions and air pollution reduction measures are drawn from the urgent
global need to increase low-emission mobility options. The definition of the low-emission
mobility concept varies in the literature. Yet, it is mainly referred to as mobility that does
not contribute to producing harmful emissions, i.e., active mobility, or that contributes
to emissions but with the least possible effect, i.e., public transport, electric, and shared
mobility [37,38]. In the European Commission’s [39] strategy for low-emission mobility,
they stated that the solution to all the traffic pollution and emissions challenges comes from
the switch to low-emission mobility in cities. “The ambition is clear: by mid-century, GHG
emissions from transport will need to be at least 60% lower than in 1990 and be firmly on the path
towards zero-emission . . . air pollutants from transport that harm our health need to be drastically
reduced without delay . . . ” [39].

Low-emission mobility opens the door for new innovations, technologies, and pro-
duction. It provides new job opportunities and introduces creative energy usage ideas
contributing to the city’s sustainable development. This target can be reached through
several approaches, including three main avenues: (1) investing in new technologies for
transportation, (2) increasing public awareness, and (3) introducing policies that prohibit
the usage of polluting vehicles [39]. The transition towards low-emission mobility requires
a high level of transport management and decision making, a very complex and challenging
task [40,41].

Furthermore, future cities’ success lies in creating cities in which users no longer
need private cars. In return, they are provided with affordability, proximity, health, and
open spaces. Hence, governments must incorporate strategies and policies to promote
sustainable mobility that provide a new transport hierarchy, focusing on the social
dimension, accessibility, modal shifts, open spaces, and the integration of people with
traffic [42].

Low-Emission Zones (LEZs)

One of the substantial measures targeting low-emission mobility is the LEZ policy
measure. LEZs are areas in which the entry of vehicles that do not apply to a specified
emission standard is banned, or the vehicles are highly fined if they do enter [18,19].

Theoretically, the most effective application of LEZs requires at least a ban on all pre-
Euro III vehicles to guarantee a reasonable pollution reduction level. Such a restriction stage
implies banning heavy- and light-duty vehicles (HDVs and LDVs), whether petrol or diesel
fueled. Nevertheless, social, political, and economic challenges and objections accompany
some LDV restrictions, especially without the earlier preparation of alternatives [22].

Diesel engines are the primary source of traffic PM and NOx emissions [22]. Therefore,
the initial LEZ criteria focused only on restricting diesel HDVs, targeting local PM and
NOx reduction [20]. HDVs are simpler to control, and almost all of them are fueled by
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diesel. However, the range of LEZs’ restrictions and scope is context adjustable and differs
from one city to another [43]. Hence, the impact of the LEZ is highly dependent on these
aspects, along with the provided policy package.

Initially, the first operating LEZ in Rotterdam started in 2007, banning freight transport
of European emission standard Euro III and lower. However, it had limited boundaries,
mainly around the city center. In 2016, the city widened the area to be extended from above
the river to the ring road boundaries (Figure 2). The new LEZ featured an additional ban
that addressed Diesel passenger cars and vans older than 31 December 2000 and petrol
passenger cars and vans older than 30 June 1992 [25].

Prior to the LEZ’s launch, Rotterdam had gradually imposed different guiding
policy measures (e.g., a park-and-ride system, a scrapping scheme, and electric vehicle
incentives) to facilitate users’ transition, reduce opposition, and keep the traffic clean by
shifting the users’ attention towards alternative modes of transport [34,44]. The 2016 LEZ
was then introduced within the air quality policy package of 2015. Later, it was coupled
with the traffic plan of 2017. What is significant about Rotterdam’s case is that the city
kept developing alternative strategies, adapting the LEZ regulations, and coupling them
with different agendas and measures to reach an acceptable level of restrictions (see
Figure 3).
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Finally, over the four years of policy application, Rotterdam succeeded in facing
various challenges, developing innovative solutions, and continuously evaluating the
policy. Yet, the city decided to withdraw the passenger car ban in 2020 [25]. This withdrawal
was promised to be replaced with strict parking and traffic policies that guaranteed similar
pollution reduction levels [34].
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2.2. Transport Policy Packages

Transport policies are described as policies and induced measures that deal with
transport problems [51]. However, the effect of stand-alone policies is limited, and some-
times they produce many unwanted side effects [41]. Thus, transport policies should be
accompanied by a set of measures and included in a package to complete the development
process [52]. Policy packages are “ . . . a combination of policy measures designed to ad-
dress one or more policy objectives, created to improve the effectiveness of the individual
policy measures, and implemented while minimizing possible unintended effects . . . to
increase efficiency” [53]. Yet, this is still considered a vague and fluctuating concept, with
different practices and understandings [41] that are context and demand flexible. Further-
more, policy packaging decision making is highly significant in assessing the relationship
between the included measures for future policy improvements.

Within the different applied policy measures that aid in guiding the shift towards
low-emission mobility, some measures are preferred by the user and have proven to be
more successful in specific communities than others. For instance, European research
showed that measures such as improving the public transport network and providing
park-and-ride systems are preferred as an alternative by about 90% of car users. In contrast,
only 20% of car users agreed on other measures such as cordon pricing and parking space
reduction [54,55]. Therefore, it is vital to understand each city’s context, range of users, and
the users’ behavior towards modal shifts before including new measures in the intended
policy package.

Moreover, in the case of restricting specific vehicles such as vans and passenger cars,
governments must offer alternative modes of transport as a replacement [56]. Studies on
different traffic and pollution reduction policies have stressed the urgent need to provide
infrastructure for sustainable alternative modes of transport within a designated package
of complementary measures that accompany the imposed access restrictions [31]. By
alternative modes, public transportation and active and electric mobility should be tackled.
In other words, the ban on LDVs, specifically the ban on passenger cars, should always be
included in a package that encourages the old polluting vehicles’ substitution by various
modal choices, or policies such as the LEZs should be limited to medium- to heavy-duty
vehicles and taxis to avoid objections [22].
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2.3. Modal Shifts

Modal shifts mean switching usage from one mode to another, leading to a change in
the overall mobility structure (e.g., using public transport instead of cars) [57]. Modal shifts
can be implemented through changes in the external built environment, transport quality,
availability, induced policies, and promotion campaigns [58,59]. Some changes lead to full
modal shifts; others are half-shifts that can be a step towards a complete shift later. It is
crucial for policymakers “ . . . to know whether interventions promoting sustainable transport
modes can produce long-term changes” [60].

A profound understanding of the users’ travel behavior in modal choices and potential
shifts can better predict the associated impacts, such as traffic and air pollution reductions.
Thus, studying different user choice patterns can provide a knowledge base for future
planning [61]. Overall, to achieve low-emission mobility by encouraging modal shifts, it is
essential to work on different tracks based on future needs, cities’ contexts [62], and the
availability of alternatives.

2.4. Conceptual Framework

Based on the literature review, it can be said that the implementation of LEZs is di-
rectly connected to the three concepts: “Low-emission mobility”, “Policy packaging”, and
“Modal-shifts.” This research provides a real-time data-based framework to understand the
interaction between these three concepts, building on Rotterdam’s case study. Figure 4 illus-
trates the proposed relationship, the main variables, and the indicators studied underneath
each of the three concepts.
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3. Materials and Methods

Through a single case study analysis, this research follows an explanatory deductive
meta-analytical approach. The data are collected through a mixed method, specifically
triangulation design. The choice for this method is due to the variation in the existing
data sources and measurement methods. This method is selected to validate and expand
upon the quantitative results with qualitative data and ensure that the same information is
agreed upon in three sources [63].

Figure 5 illustrates the research’s methodological framework and the data collection
sequence. Data collection is tackled on three levels. The initial level is a qualitative study
that covers conceptual and strategical information from different literature reviews. The
selected literature focuses on developing traffic and air quality policies in Rotterdam and
the Netherlands, gathered from the municipality’s documents, international reports, and
similar policies worldwide. Articles on Rotterdam’s LEZs and traffic plans were explored
from different trusted newspapers to collect more details on Rotterdam’s case and to further
obtain local evidence on the problem. This initial qualitative approach helps to identify
the main variables and indicators, in addition to backing up and validating the other two
data sources.
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The second data collection level is addressed through a quantitative study that includes
the existing statistical data from the municipality portals and transport companies’ travel
registrations. The sampling selection focuses on specific transport indicators (e.g., car
crossings and public transport trips) by investigating all reliable data suppliers and web
portals (e.g., transport authority reports, official documents, and Rotterdam’s published
research). This information was gathered by stratified desk research and data coding. The
collected data were either already calculated or required descriptive-analytical processing,
for which Microsoft Excel 365 charts and IBM SPSS Statistics 25 [58] were used. This
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quantitative approach helps to provide real-life data for the timeline comparison and is the
core of the study, articulating the main findings and recommendations.

Lastly, these datasets are triangulated through another qualitative data collection level,
namely, by conducting in-depth interviews with officials and experts from the field. For the
interviews, non-probability sampling was performed through purposive selection of the
related officials and transports responsible by choosing a selective and rational number of
respondents to cover the concerned organizations. “The larger the sample, the better” [64,65].
For this research, the number of semi-structured interviews can range between six and ten;
the purpose of the semi-structured interviews is only for triangulation [65]. Therefore, in
addition to some e-mail-based discussions with several transport companies’ researchers
(e.g., [45,66–68]), the final sample of interviewees included eight respondents. This last data
collection level was a source for filling the research gap, mostly to develop subjective results
on the government’s motives and residents’ patterns in Rotterdam. To further validate
the results and ensure the triangulation’s consistency, the interview questions were based
on the leading research indicators and the variables extracted from the initial literature
review [65,69].

3.1. Final Sampling Selection and Data Sources

Quantitative and qualitative data were collected to create a dataset of sampled traffic
information. Firstly, we collected quantitative data from public and private authorities
and companies that are monitoring the traffic in the city of Rotterdam. The population
of this research is passenger cars users, public transport users, and cyclists in the city of
Rotterdam. The population includes the inhabitants, visitors, and passers by within the
city-inhabited cordon (see Figure 2). Most of the quantitative analysis is based on the
number of trips per mode of transport in the targeted area. A breakdown of the sources
of data for each mode of transport is listed in the following paragraphs. Secondly, we
identified key experts on transport that emerged during the quantitative data analysis stage
to conduct in-depth interviews.

As a result of our exhaustive research, we succeeded in approaching 25 data sources,
including personal contacts. We stopped after 25 data sources, because we reached a
saturation of information and triangulation. The final data sources and reports used in this
research are listed below:
Public transport trips

Gathered by the RET (Rotterdam’s leading public transport operator) through counting
the personalized transportation card (OV card) check-ins per day.
Cars and bikes trips

Data collected from the municipality, based on annual visual counts performed with
the help of different organizations (e.g., TNO, CBS). The counts take place annually at the
same time and locations through camera-based license checking or counting.
Infrastructure data

The data used for the infrastructure connections (e.g., the number of electric vehicle
charging spots) come from online shared reports from the municipality.

The research excluded any survey-based datasets. It used different municipality and
RET reports to confirm the validity, reliability, and sample representativeness and to back
up the quantitative values extensively. Furthermore, due to COVID-19, all datasets for the
year 2020 were excluded, and estimated averages were made based on previous years.
Interviews and qualitative data

As for the interview sampling, out of 20 key experts who were approached, the final
sample of interviewees included the following eight respondents (Table 1):
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Table 1. Final sample of interviewees.

Field Title Context

Expert 1 Senior municipal mobility advisor LEZ policymaker Rotterdam

Expert 2 Mobility management and
parking policies

LEZ advisor and Ph.D.
researcher Rotterdam

Expert 3 Senior municipal mobility advisor Traffic plan maker Rotterdam
Expert 4 Traffic control and intersection Ph.D. researcher Delft

Expert 5 Sustainable mobility, ports,
and policies Professor, expert Rotterdam

Expert 6 Vehicles emissions expert Ph.D. engineer/researcher Brussels
Expert 7 LEZ expert and policymaker LEZ and policies researcher Paris

Expert 8 Urban planning and
mobility advisor Researcher, advisor Rotterdam

This study’s strength comes from its mixed-method approach, which depends on
qualitative interviews and official reports and shows real-time data that mirror the users’
behavior. Furthermore, the data were acquired from in-depth, reliable sources for both the
qualitative (highly specialized and profoundly involved set of experts) and the quantitative
(governmental datasets and transport companies’ real-time counts). Therefore, this study
uses a wide-ranging, in-depth, comprehensive explanatory approach. Additional sources
of information can be found in the supplemntary materials section.

3.2. Limitations of the Study

The research incorporated different limitations that worked on varying its limit of
reliability. It is imperative to work on improving these limitations for any future research.
The following points highlight the substantial limitations of the study:

• Not all alternative means of transport are included (e.g., shared vehicles, electric bikes,
and walking) due to a shortage of data and time limitations.

• The study did not include any of the land use, the socio-political, or the political-
economic aspects that greatly affect the applications of the LEZ.

• Most available data are in Dutch, and extra time and effort were required to translate
and classify the documents.

• Datasets using different modes do not follow for a unified measurement condition.
Cars are visually counted once a year; bikes are limited to specific locations; public
transport does not have detailed data per station for all modes.

• The datasets from the municipality were not openly shared with the research com-
munity. Furthermore, their existing evaluation reports are based on different sources,
including ‘1000 samples’ surveys (which cannot be significant for a city of 651,446 in-
habitants). Hence, this was excluded from this research.

• There are no vehicles or emissions-monitoring stations specified for the LEZ, with
continuous counting. The TNO had to perform a counting week to collect data for the
municipality’s 2016 report [33].

• Data on 2020 were expected to have an impact, but due to COVID-19, transport usage
was affected. Thus, any dataset in 2020 was replaced by estimated averages.

Nevertheless, these limitations do not lessen this research’s validity, as each dataset
used had the same consistent measuring method over the ten years.

4. Results

This section introduces an in-depth analysis of the statistical results, interviews, and
literature reviews on the selected indicators to answer the research questions. For most
of the graphs, data for 2020 were estimated based on the average of the previous years.
This is for statistical reasons due to the change in transport usage that occurred during the
COVID-19 lockdowns.
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4.1. Trends in Rotterdam’s Passenger Transport Network

Rotterdam is characterized by having a robust public transport system. It covers the
city with various buses, trams, and metro lines [70]. In addition, the city has a strong bike
network and a growing electric vehicle infrastructure [71,72].

Through counting and comparing the number of daily public transport check-ins, car
passages in specific main streets, and bike crossings in specific important locations, data
in Figure 6 show a slight gradual increase in the overall transport network usage from
2011 to 2020. By performing an independent t-test comparison for each mode of transport
between the two periods before (2011–2015) and after (2016–2020) the LEZ’s introduction,
no significant variation was spotted [73].
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It is important to note that no direct comparison between the modes can be deducted.
Only the timeline trends are significant to compare. Due to the variety of data sources
and collection techniques, each mode of transport is unique in its area and scope repre-
sentation. (a) Public transport includes the overall Rotterdam (RET coverage) area [46].
(b) Cars and bike passages include specific locations surrounding the city-inhabited cordon.
Furthermore, car trips assume only one user per car for easier statistical analysis, as there
are no data on the number of passengers per car in Rotterdam. This assumption is based
on official policy documents [74].

To understand this, Rotterdam’s experts explained that there is a constant natural
increase in the entire network usage, and it is not linked to the LEZ. The number of banned
passenger cars was mainly not large enough to significantly impact the city’s modal share.
Expert 2 indicated that, “Of course, some of the users might switch to the public transport. But
I do not think there is a big difference since there were relatively few people that were not allowed
to enter the zone.” Thus, the network cannot yet be affected on a large scale. Therefore, to
obtain a more in-depth (LEZ related) overview on a smaller scale, the following indicators
provide comparisons on the usage of polluting passenger cars and Metro line check-ins,
inside and outside the LEZ.

4.1.1. Passenger Car Trips

An expected effect for the LEZ is substituting the road fleet with a cleaner one [18].
Expert 5 argued that, “The policy had nothing to do with the number of cars. It had more to do
with its age and emission’s quality”. Consequently, any LEZ evaluation must focus on the
type of cars that enter the LEZ rather than on the overall fleet count.

Figure 7 shows the result of the LEZ evaluation fleet scan. From 2016 to 2017, the
number of polluting cars entering the LEZ decreased to around 50% compared to 2015.
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The same decrease rate also applies to outside of the LEZ, yet the number of polluting cars
outside of the LEZ is relatively higher [49]. These figures are based on the LEZ evaluation
fleet scan, performed by the municipality in cooperation with the TNO. Three annual fleet
scans were applied in six different location in Rotterdam (two outside the LEZ and four
inside LEZ), for which polluting cars are identified based on their euro class and type of
engine. Within the dataset, diesel cars E0-E3 and Benzene cars E0 are counted [75].
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Expert 8 provides an explanation for the figure by indicating that “ . . . E0-E3 cars
owners are divided into three main categories, 1. Visitors from outside the city, 2. People who
cannot afford a new car, and 3. Old-timer collectors. When the policy was first applied in 2016,
the first category stopped entering the city, while the second category made use of the incentive
scheme to replace their car, and the third category parked their car outside the LEZ area to be able
to move it when needed”. The expert’s explanation was confirmed by the way in which the
number of polluting cars within the LEZ did not increase significantly after the policy was
removed. In 2020, only old-timer collectors were able to return their cars within the ring
road boundaries, as those who used the incentive scheme had already given up their cars,
and visitors did not enter the city due to COVID restrictions at the time. Further studies
confirmed that the LEZ was partially the reason for the decrease in Rotterdam’s registered
old light diesel vehicles [31], as “the number of old light diesel vehicles has almost halved . . .
compared to 2016” [26].

This remarkable decrease was also said to be the reason for the reduced NOx and
EC (elemental carbon) measurements within the LEZ boundaries in 2017 compared to
2015 [31,49,75].

4.1.2. Metro-Line Trips

Passenger count data proved the Metro line’s dominance over trams and buses, among
the public transport modes. The Metro is was used almost as much as buses and trams
together [45]. In this regard, Expert 3 suggested that in Rotterdam, “The only good alternative
for the car is the public transport, especially the Metro...”. Therefore, this paper narrowed down
the results to include only the usage of the 14 Metro stations inside the LEZ and similarly
14 outside the LEZ boundaries, but with a park-and-ride facility (see Figure 2).

Figure 8 shows a gradual increase in the overall usage of the Metro, in which almost
double the number of daily trips were made within the LEZ boundaries. However, as
explained by Expert 8, “ . . . this can be related to the land-use distribution and not to the private
vehicles banning”.
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In addition, statistical tests (Pearson’s correlation) proved a positive correlation be-
tween the number of trips in the two areas after 2016, which denotes an overall network
usage increase, which is not related to the LEZ [74].

4.2. LEZ’s Supporting Policies

Based on the policy documents and interviews, the most effective, directly related, and
linked measures that supported the LEZ’s application in Rotterdam were the scrappage
scheme, increasing electric vehicles’ infrastructure, and providing extra park-and-ride
facilities. Hence, it is crucial to study these measures as a basis for any LEZ evaluation.

4.2.1. The Scrappage Scheme

The scrappage scheme is an incentive program intended to support citizens in re-
placing their old cars. Its budget was allocated to partially fund the LEZ policy and fleet
cleaning ([26,48] and Expert 1). For this purpose, the scheme was described by all the
experts as a very successful measure.

Over its years of application, the scheme was used by around 4970 users [34,76].
Figure 9 illustrates the results of the program usage survey. The figure was built based on
a survey performed by the municipality, in which, out of 4970 program users, 4771 respon-
dents were approached, out of 1952 who completed the survey. This makes the sample
representative, since almost 40% of the users responded [34,76]. The survey shows that
72% of the users spent money on a new car. A total of 56% of the new car buyers bought an
advanced benzene or diesel car, 13% purchased a natural gas one, and only 3% switched to
an electric or hybrid. Yet out of the overall program users, only 5% shifted to an alternative
transport mode.

However, discussions suggested that if the city’s target is to reduce the inner-city
traffic or reach a zero-emission fleet, the program is not helpful. Four of the experts agreed
that it is essential that the scheme regulate the incentive-handling direction to ensure that
highly polluting cars are not replaced by less polluting ones instead of fully clean vehicles.
Expert 6 clarified that, “The government should focus on public transport rather than
helping people buy new cars. And if they provided incentives, they should focus on people
buying small electric cars instead of the large luxury ones”. Experts also suggested that
future developments may only support the scrappage scheme if adjusted to achieve future
zero-emission mobility and fewer traffic congestions.
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4.2.2. Increasing the Electric Vehicle’s Infrastructure

Within both the Air Quality Agenda and the Traffic Plan, Rotterdam promised to provide
more local EV charging points along with the LEZ and the scrappage scheme [41,43,69,72].
The validity of this plan was assured by experts 3 and 7, who explained that it is easier for
people to switch to an electric car (less polluting) if they can afford it and can easily find an
implemented infrastructure for charging.

Figure 10 shows an annual increase in EV usage in parallel with the provided charging
infrastructure. With an average addition of 250–300 charging points per year, the graph
shows how the number of km traveled increases with an average rate of 3 million km per
year. The most significant increase was between 2018 and 2019, when the number of km
traveled increased by 10 million km.
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Furthermore, the independent sample t-test showed significant variation for the two
periods before and after the traffic plan implementation (2017) for both the EV km and
charging points. Together with a 95% correlation found between the two lines after 2017,
this variation proves a significant influence for the infrastructure provision on electric cars’
usage. However, the increase in electric car use correlates with Rotterdam’s overall traffic
growth [74].

Experts in that regard doubted the efficiency of electric cars as a sustainable replace-
ment. On the one hand, a majority discussed traffic congestion, the embodied energy, and
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the high cost of EVs. On the other hand, some of them reviewed their expectations for a
more advanced, low-cost future. A less polluting and smaller version might be used, and
cities must be ready to accommodate this [77]. Meanwhile, expert 6 debated that even with
promising future technology, “EVs make sense only if it focuses on small E-cars and not the
big ones”.

4.2.3. The Park-and-Ride System

The sufficient provision of a P+R system was included in the Air Quality Agenda and
the Traffic plan. The P+R was expected to increase the Metro check-ins and decrease inner-
city traffic. As indicated by Expert 1, on deciding on the LEZ boundaries, decisionmakers
chose to link it with the “Krallingse zoom” Metro P+R directly [44,48].

Through counting the P+R spots’ capacity and occupancy in the 14 Metro stations
outside the LEZ, the data in Figure 11 show their relationship to the number of Metro line
check-ins inside the LEZ (see Figure 2).
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On performing an independent sample t-test for these datasets, no significant variation
was found between the two periods before and after the traffic plan application in 2017.
However, for the period after 2017, a 95% correlation was found between the usage of the
P+R and the provided spots. At the same time, no correlation was found between the P+R
and the Metro check-ins.

Regarding the P+R, four out of the eight experts doubted its success in shifting mobility
patterns, even when linked to the LEZ. They stated that if the increase in P+R spots is
not accompanied by a decrease in the inner-city parking spots, the facility might be used
as extra parking that attracts more car users. This same idea was discussed in 2013 in
a study that viewed all the P+R usage in Rotterdam [52]. Nonetheless, the municipality
experts explained that “ . . . to start reducing inner-city parking and traffic, it is important
to provide the P+R in advance”. Thus, they expect the facility to be used appropriately
after finalizing the inner-city plan, which incorporates reducing the city center’s parking
spots, as it is a multidirectional action.

5. Discussion

Within the transition towards a zero-/low-emission future, policies promoting low-
emission traffic are included in national and local agendas. Therefore, the LEZ policy
measure is brought into different plans as one of the simple and practical actions to help
achieve the required air quality levels and gradually guide the transition [43]. Nevertheless,
it is crucial to understand that transport policies’ success depends on their inclusion in
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a designated comprehensive package rather than being addressed as stand-alone regula-
tions [41,78].

This paper has given deep insights into the status of usage of the transport modes in
Rotterdam. It shows the application of the LEZ policy and the ongoing traffic measures as
a reference point to assess the city’s movement towards zero-/low-emission transport.

5.1. Summary of the Main Findings

The research findings have been narrowed to include (1) passenger car counts and
types, (2) Metro line check-ins, and (3) electric vehicles’ km traveled to represent alternative
modes of transport. Futher included are (1) the scrappage scheme, (2) the electric vehicles’
charging points, and (3) the park-and-ride system as representative of policy packaging.
The following are the main research findings:

• As a hub for different transport modes, Rotterdam is characterized by a robust yet
increasingly busy passenger transport network. Public transport is at its maximum
capacity, and the city still identifies as car-oriented. Without prior improvements in the
public transport capacity, on applying LEZ regulations on passenger cars, the owners
of polluting cars did not shift their modal choices. The majority avoided entering the
banned area or used the scrappage scheme to buy an advanced diesel/benzene car.

• The LEZ can be considered a fast solution that improves air quality, and it is successful
in that manner [31,49]. Yet, Rotterdam’s scope of the passenger cars’ ban (2016–2020)
was too small to have a statistically significant impact on the alternative transport
modes. Consequently, the results highlighted Rotterdam’s urge to consider decreasing
its car dependency to guarantee less traffic congestion in the future. With the passenger
car ban being removed in 2020 (instead of widening its range), even the increasing
traffic is no longer guaranteed to be clean.

• Rotterdam is moving slowly but steadily towards the electrification of passenger
cars. The increase in electric car usage is significantly linked to the rise in the electric
charging infrastructure and an overall rise in traffic, not to the incentives program or
the LEZ. This link recommends that if the city wants to keep following a car-oriented
vision, there must be rigid encouragement towards zero-/low-emission traffic and
smaller vehicle sizes for less congestion. Furthermore, proper advertisements and the
provision of electric mobility alternatives should be communicated early and directly
linked to policy measures such as the LEZ and the scrappage scheme.

• Unfortunately, P+R parking is only used as extra parking in the city, where the pro-
vided spots act as traffic feeders [52]. The research results suggest that there must be
a better management and monitoring system for such parking spots. The additional
P+R parking spots should be directly inserted as a replacement for inner-city parking
or attached to stricter parking regulations.

• Overall, the results showed various policies and planning fluctuation. The applied
measures are somewhat indifferent and inconsistent and act in favor of car use.
Whether it is the LEZ, the P+R, the scrappage scheme, or support for EVs, there
is no clear and coherent vision for Rotterdam’s mobility. On the one hand, car domi-
nance is not guided correctly and is not progressively moving towards zero-emission
vehicles (i.e., Rotterdam’s long-term plan). On the other hand, the city is actively work-
ing on the narrowing of inner-city streets. It promises a zero-emissions future [44],
which cannot be achieved without comprehensive decision-making.

Therefore, for a more resilient future, Rotterdam needs to apply (and communicate
with the public) a consistent policy package; this includes long-term solutions to allow
for variations in modality and reduce road traffic similar to cities such as Berlin [79] or
Madrid [80]. This policy packaging can be achieved by aligning relatively successful
measures to achieve the same goal.
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5.2. Policy Recommendations

Based on the research results, three main policy recommendations can be addressed
to cities that want to institute a LEZ, approach sustainable mobility, and reduce their
inner traffic.

• Providing alternative sustainable modes of transport is essential before restricting
passenger cars from entering the LEZ for cities to absorb the transition.

• From the start, clear reasons, a consistent strategy, a comprehensive package, and a
long-term vision must be provided.

• To support the policy and its related future decision making, continuous monitoring
and consistent evaluation regarding each specific measure and its linked accompany-
ing package should be annually guaranteed.

Figure 12 illustrates the recommended package of policy measures or the framework
that must be applied to the LEZ policy to achieve a balanced system and prevent conflicts
and political issues. To avoid implementation problems, it is advised to start with a
context-tailored survey of the available alternatives, the policy’s expected outcome, and
the user needs.
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5.3. Implications for Future Research

There are local and universal paths that can be followed by future researchers and
decisionmakers to cover the gap between the applied traffic policies in theory and practice
and to avoid the pitfalls shown in Rotterdam’s traffic planning.

On the local level of Rotterdam, there is a need for future continuous evaluation and
monitoring of any applied policy [81]. It can be expected that after removing the LEZ, and
with the slow pace of the traffic plan, the city might return to its previous air quality levels.
Different cities in Europe are starting to apply LEZs, and this can be an opportunity for
Rotterdam citizens to buy old cars from the residents of those cities (the German second-
hand car market has been open for years). Thus, an annual traffic evaluation is needed to
ensure the city is not backward.

Furthermore, observations and data collection with large sample sizes should be
performed for Rotterdam. This data collection includes different surveys and monitoring
techniques with a focus on traffic. It should be similar to the existing municipality’s OViN
study [68] and the Omnibusenquête survey [82] but with a large enough sample to represent
the entire transport network users.
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On a global level, researchers should seek a universal, consistent, and unified way,
or a data collection matrix, for measuring and evaluating the usage of different modes
of transport. All transport trips should be quantified by “the actual usage of vehicles”
through the km traveled per person per facility. The current approaches, which use the
number of trips per person or the number of visually counted vehicles, are less indicative
of environmental and traffic effects. On the one hand, vehicles can include more than one
person, and on the other hand, trip counting does not indicate actual use. These are the
only ways to compare cities by characterizing the national and international trends and
impacts of different policy measures.

Future research can also work on integrating different land-use and mobility policies
in one package to help support the implementation of strict measures such as the LEZ.
Integration can help to provide alternatives that are based on proximity in addition to
mobility alternatives.

6. Conclusions

This research has provided deep insights into the possible integration of Rotterdam’s
adopted air quality and traffic policies in the past ten years. As exposed by other research
performed on car-dependent cities [75], the results of this research highlight the urgency
to consider the decrease in car dependency to guarantee a sense of balance between
fewer emissions and congestion in the future. This consideration can be well planned by
introducing comprehensive designated low-emission transport policy packages.

Furthermore, the results prove that so far, in Rotterdam, the LEZs, the traffic plan,
and the air quality measures (aiming to reduce car usage and realize a low-/zero-emission
future) could not significantly influence the city’s modal-share as single measures. Addi-
tionally, analyzing different policy measures and the overall city objective prove the aspired
targets to be too far away to be achieved.

Several deficiencies in policymaking and communication have led to such conflicts.
First, the small number of affected users calls into question the LEZ passenger car restric-
tions’ efficiency. Second, the weakness in preparations to deal with the transition through
the earlier provision of alternatives has made it inevitable for users to retain their original
mode of transport. Third, the targets’ inconsistency and the unrealistic timeframes have
created room to include extra traffic within the city boundaries. Finally, the absence of
continuous monitoring and evidence-based policy evaluations has made it hard for the
policy to withstand objections and eventually be put down.

Overall, the research has shown that Rotterdam is still moving very slowly towards
sustainable mobility and striving to keep holding the stick from the middle, which is not
the best strategy to lead such a critical transition. However, the following recommendations
present a new modified comprehensive policy package for cities that intend to start a LEZ
to achieve a balanced transport system and prevent conflicts.
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